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BRANDS no longer survive on
a few key visuals and a film per season.
AUDIENCES are no longer patient.
NARRATIVES are no longer linear.

SAVVY CONSUMERS are hungry for
more content, requiring increasingly
complex bespoke campaigns,
that can be rolled-out across
multiple touchpoints

ALL THIS is happening
while timelines get

squeezed...

AND BUDGETS get
really,
really,
teeny-tiny.

The Solution?
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A modern production system
for a modern world.

™

How it
works?
We take on complex and varied briefs
and provide you with tailored solutions,
conceiving content from
one creative concept and strategy.
Our insights dept research it.
Our strategists develop it.
Our production team makes it happen.

Working with the agency, social, digital, PR
and the client, we collaborate with all
stakeholders to tell amazing stories with a
genuine brand voice.
We capture up to six months’ worth
of assets in ONE shoot.

Pick
& Mix
We want to fill your bag with
a pick & mix selection
of TAILORED solution goodies
Fancy a long jelly-snake of
social media content?
Maybe an old reliable
lemon sherbet print campaign.
Or a handful of sugar-coated
digital ads?
Everything will be weighed
to suit your unique issue
AND the pennies in your pocket.

We create assets
for all channels,
in one go...

Print

OOH

Social

.com

Digital
Banners

In-store

TV

...from social media to OOH to .com
to in-store to print to Digital to TV we will
make your assets work for you.

PROOF REQUIRED? Say no more.
Have a look and see what
T H E

S U P E R

S H O O T

delivered for...
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SAMSONITE - Main Campaign / PR and Brand Awareness /
Web and Social / In-store / Lookbook / eCommerce

This is one of the global campaigns we
created for luggage giant Samsonite.
For this multi-channel campaign,
we created stills and moving image
for print ads, social media, .com, and
we also designed an innovative
mobile-first micro-site. While we were
creating the campaign assets, by using
multiple crews and cameras, we also
generated extensive BTS content.
We produced all this in a two-day shoot
and under one roof, following the brief
of reinventing Samsonite as a cool,
stylish and accessible brand.
Our approach is to think beyond the
main campaign content. We have
the talent, the capabilities, and the
ambition to create more. So we do.

ROY ROGER'S - Main Campaign / Web and Social

For Roy Roger’s we needed to
capitalize on their impressive heritage
while modernizing the brand for a
modern audience.
To do this we needed to produce a
large amount of content that was
suited to a multitude of channels
in order to spread the net and gain
access to a younger generation.
So, with 12 cast members, numerous
London locations and 3 studio sets
we created a full campaign over just
2 days. This included 6 x print visuals,
a 90 second film and multiple cut
downs, perfect for a variety of formats.
All of this content was formed and
carefully planned to spread across
social media, in-store platforms and
TV - a first for the brand - placing
Roy Roger’s in front of a diverse, new
audience and in a fresh, new light.

BELSTAFF - Main Campaign / In-store / Web and Social

When we conceived the Belstaff
‘Worship the Ground’ campaign we
worked with two cast members, two
sets, and three camera teams.
Each set was used for both film and stills
content. So, we formed a relay process –
when one set was shooting film, the other
was shooting stills and vice versa. We
also coordinated a team focused entirely
on BTS footage, giving our client some
additional stylish and on-brand material.
This was a streamlined production process
and it made every second count.
The content was shared across different
platforms, such as The Cut, Vogue Italia,
WWD and Le Book, along with over
20 other publications. The campaign
reached over 15,963,090 monthly
unique users. It was a triumph.

“The campaign has been such a success! Sales are up and the reaction globally
has been outstanding. We are all thrilled with the campaign - it really couldn’t have
worked out better for us!” – Melina Fenby, Global Marketing Manager at Belstaff

L'ORÉAL - Main Campaign / Web and Social

L’Oréal and McCANN wanted a
campaign for their Elvive Hair Care
range using a cast of influencers to draw
in the crowds.
The whole production was fully
executed in just two days and across
three highly coordinated sets.
From this conveyor belt of creativity
we produced a series of key visuals,
different edits for the campaign film, and
14 mini influencer 'moments', giving each
celeb their time to shine. This provided
L’Oréal with a variety of content for a
multi channel campaign.
Given the scale of the content,
everything was scripted and perfectly
planned, allowing us to deliver the final
result with absolute efficiency.

Our fingers are on the pulse.
We are agile, respond quickly
and deliver work that is
connected to the consumer.

Time to think
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is the future of production

NOW
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Let us
SURPRISE
YOU.
Wanna know more? nicolak@rankin.co.uk

